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Based on the Porous Media Theory (PMT), a mathematical model of space-axisymmetrical problems for
incompressible ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous media is presented in the case of small deformation,
in which the differential-type constitutive relation is applied to describe the mechanical characteristics of
solid skeleton. The differential quadrature method (DQM) and the second-order backward difference
scheme are used to discretize the governing equations on the spatial and temporal domains, respectively,
and a method is proposed to deal with the singularity conditions at points located on the symmetry axis.
As application, the dynamic behavior of a column of ﬂuid-saturated elastic porous media is analyzed
ﬁrstly. The obtained results are compared with the analytical results in the existing literature, they are
comparatively accordant, which means that the model and method presented in this paper are correct,
and the obtained results are reliable. Further, the dynamic response of a space-axisymmetrical body of
ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous media is analyzed, in which the material characteristic of the solid
skeleton is described by Burgers model with four parameters.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
With the development of science and technology, the investiga-
tion of porous media plays an important role in its classical appli-
cation ﬁelds, such as soil mechanics, hydrology, etc., furthermore,
it becomes the key to development of emerging sciences and tech-
nologies as well, such as, ﬂuid–solid coupling problems in exploi-
tation of the oil and natural gas, mechanical characteristics of the
skin, soft tissue and articular cartilage in biology, migration issues
of pollutants in the soil media, ﬂuid–solid coupling problems in the
rational development and utilization of the geothermal reservoir,
etc. Hence, the relevant theoretical analyses and numerical simula-
tion methods are important.
The main theories for porous media include Biot Theory (Biot,
1941, 1956), Porous Media Theory (Bowen, 1982; de Boer, 2000)
and Hybrid Mixture Theory (Schreﬂer et al., 1995; Schreﬂer,
2002). Based on the Terzaghi’s work, Biot ﬁrst proposed a theory
of ﬂuid-saturated porous media. The theory has been successfully
applied to many ﬁelds of engineering science although it is not
based on sound mechanical principles, it introduced quite a good
model in an intuitive way (Edelman et al., 2002; de Boer, 2005).
At later stage, Boer established a complete porous elastic theory
based on the continuous media mixture laws and the concept of
volume fraction, in which several micro-mechanical characteris-ll rights reserved.
gram (07pj14073).
0560; fax: +86 21 36033287.
eng).tics can be directly applied to describe the macro-mechanical char-
acteristics (de Boer, 2005). At the same time, Boer’s model can
reﬂect some effects, such as, dynamical response, material and
geometric nonlinearities, etc. easily. Thus, the theory of Boer
may be an alternative method to study the mechanical properties
of porous media.
Based on the Porous Media Theory (PMT), some analytical and
numerical methods have been developed. de Boer et al. (1993)
gave the analytical solution for the one-dimensional transient
wave propagation in ﬂuid-saturated incompressible elastic porous
media by Laplace transform. Breuer (1996, 1999) applied a stan-
dard Galerkin ﬁnite element method to numerically predict the
reﬂection and refraction of one-dimensional nonlinear longitudinal
wave as well as the propagation of two-dimensional linear wave
and Rayleigh wave in incompressible ﬂuid-saturated porous med-
ia. Under the case of geometrical and material nonlinearity, Diebels
and Ehlers (1996) analyzed the dynamic consolidation and seepage
problems in ﬂuid-saturated porous media with visco-elastic and
elastic-plastic solid skeleton. Based on the assumptions of small
deformation and linear elastic material, Aboustit et al. (1985)
established variational principles of incompressible static thermal
consolidation of ﬂuid-saturated porous media. Based on the similar
assumptions, Yang and Cheng (2003) developed a Gurtin-type var-
iational principle of incompressible ﬂuid-saturated porous media
and yielded the corresponding ﬁnite element formulas. Yang and
He (2003) further extended the variational principles in reference
Yang and Cheng (2003), and obtained some relevant generalized
variational principles.
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urated porous media can often be predicted quantitatively by
numerical computation. Only a few analytical solutions are avail-
able, which are used to verify the numerical results based on the
same theory (Breuer and Jagering, 1999). In this work, based on
the Theory of Porous Media (PMT) and the differential quadrature
method (DQM), a space-axisymmetrical problem of incompressible
isotropic ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous media is analyzed, in
which one assumes that the porous media is composed of com-
pressible solid and incompressible ﬂuid. Firstly, governing
equations for analyzing space-axisymmetrical problems of incom-
pressible ﬂuid porous visco-elastic media are presented in the case
of small deformation, in which the differential-type constitutive
relation is applied to describe the characteristic of solid skeleton.
Secondly, the DQM is applied to discretize the governing equations
on the spatial domain, and yield a set of algebraic-differential
equations with respect to time. The second-order backward differ-
ence scheme is used to discretize the set of algebraic-differential
equations. Two numerical examples are proposed, one of which
is to validate the method presented in this paper. In the example,
the dynamic response of a column of ﬂuid-saturated elastic porous
media is analyzed under the cycle and step loading, and the ob-
tained numerical result is compared with the analytical result
(de Boer et al., 1993). One can see that they are comparatively
accordant. In another example, the dynamic response of a space-
axisymmetrical body in ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous media
is studied, in which one assumes that the volume deformation is
elastic and the bulk modulus is independent of time, and that
the shear deformation obeys Burgers model of visco-elastic mate-
rial with four parameters.
2. Mathematical model
2.1. Basic ﬁeld equations of visco-elastic ﬂuid-saturated porous media
Assume that V is the initial spatial domain occupied by incom-
pressible ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous media and S is its
surface. Based on the Theory of Porous Media developed by de Boer
(2005), a kind of ﬂuid-saturated porous media can be thought as an
idealization mixture, and it is uniformly composed of solid and
ﬂuid phases /a(a = S: solid skeleton; a = F: ﬂuid phase), and each
of them owns its individual motion. Thus, we have
xa ¼ xaðX; tÞ; ðX; tÞ 2 V  ½0;þ1 ð1Þ
Based on the concept of volume fraction, if neglecting the mass and
energy exchanges between the solid skeleton with the ﬂuid, we
have the ﬁeld equations of incompressible ﬂuid-saturated porous
media.
The volume fractions satisfy
nS þ nF ¼ 1 ð2Þ
in which, na(a = S,F) is the volume fraction of the constituent /a.
Balance equation of mass is
ð _qaÞa þ qa div _xa ¼ 0; a ¼ S; F ð3aÞ
in which, qa is the partial density of /a, and qa = naqaR, here, qaR is
the real density, the symbol ð _Þa ¼ oðÞot þ gradðÞ  x0a denotes the
material time derivatives, x0a characterizes the constituent velocity
of /a.
Balance equations of momentum and momentum moment are
div Ta þ qaðba  €xaÞ þ p^a ¼ 0; Ta ¼ TaT ; a ¼ S; F ð4Þ
Here, Ta is the Cauchy stress tensor, ba the body force density, p^a is
the interaction between the solid skeleton with the ﬂuid phase andsatisﬁes the relation: p^S þ p^F ¼ 0. And also, the superscript T de-
notes transpose.
Based on PMT, for the linear isotropic visco-elastic solid skele-
ton and nonviscous ﬂuid, the stress tensor Ta and the force p^a, as
a consequence of incompressibility (qaR = const), can be expressed
as
TS¼nSpIþTSE; TF ¼nFp IþTFE; p^F ¼pgradnFþ p^FE ð5aÞ
TFE¼0; p^FE¼Svð _uF _uSÞ ð5bÞ
in which, ua = xa  Xa(a = S,F) are the displacements of solid skele-
ton and ﬂuid phase, respectively, TS and TF are the total stress ten-
sors of solid skeleton and ﬂuid phase, respectively, TSE and TFE are
the corresponding extra Cauchy stress tensors, respectively, p is
the effective pore pressure of incompressible ﬂuid phase. Set effec-
tive speciﬁc weight of ﬂuid is cFR = qFR|b|, the coupled interaction
between the solid skeleton with the ﬂuid phase can be described
by Sv ¼ ðnF Þ
2cFR
jF , in which, j
F is Darcy permeability coefﬁcient.
The volume fraction of solid skeleton nS can be denoted as
nS ¼ nS0Sðdetðxi;KÞÞ1  nS0S in the case of small deformation. Namely,
the volume fraction nScan be approximated by nS0S, and n
S
0S is the
solid volume fraction in the initial conﬁguration.
When a differential-type visco-elastic constitutive relation is
applied to describe the material characteristics of solid skeleton,
the constitutive equation of solid skeleton can be expressed as
P0SSE ¼ Q 0eS; P00ISET ¼ Q 00ISe ð6Þ
in which, SSE and eS are the effective stress and strain deviators,
respectively, ISET ¼ TSEii ; ISe ¼ eSii are the ﬁrst invariants of Cauchy ex-
tra stress tensor TSE and strain tensor eS, P0, Q0 and P00, Q00 are differ-
ential operators describing the viscous characteristics of material,
and given as: P0 ¼Pp0i didti ;Q 0 ¼Pq0i didti ; P00 ¼Pp00i didti ;Q 00 ¼Pq00i didti,
here, p0i; q
0
i;p
00
i ; q
00
i are material parameters. When P
0 = 1, Q0 = 2G and
P00 = 1, Q00 = 3K, Eq. (6) gives the elastic constitutive equation of solid
skeleton. In addition, the relations between the effective stress SSE
and strain deviator eS with the Cauchy extra stress tensor TSE and
strain tensor eS are given as
TSE ¼ SSE þ 1
3
ISET ; e
S ¼ eS þ 1
3
ISe ð7Þ
In the case of small deformation, the linearized Langrangian strain
tensor is deﬁned as
ES ¼ 1
2
ðgraduS þ gradTuSÞ ð8Þ2.2. Boundary and initial conditions
To solve the problem, it is necessary to give the boundary con-
ditions of solid skeleton and ﬂuid phase. For the solid skeleton, the
boundary conditions of displacement and stress can be given as
uS ¼ uSðX; tÞ; ðX; tÞ 2 Su  ½0;þ1Þ ð9aÞ
F ¼ FðX; tÞ; ðX; tÞ 2 ST  ½0;þ1Þ ð9bÞ
in which, S = Su [ ST, F = n  (FS + FF), and n is the outside unit normal
of the surface ST, uS and F are the designated displacement and
force vectors on the surface Su and ST.
For the ﬂuid phase, generally speaking, the porous pressure p or
the seepage velocity vector Q is given on the designated boundary,
and the boundary conditions can be expressed as
p ¼ pðX; tÞ; ðX; tÞ 2 Sp  ½0;þ1Þ ð9cÞ
Q ¼ QðX; tÞ; ðX; tÞ 2 SQ  ½0;þ1Þ ð9dÞ
in which, S = Sp [ SQ, Q = n  (nFFF).
One can assume that the initial conditions are
( )Sz q r,z= −σ , 
( , )q r t
1rz
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Thus, Eqs. (1)–(8), the boundary conditions (9) and the initial
conditions (10) form the mathematical model of the dynamical
response analysis of incompressible ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic
porous media.0=
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Fig. 1. Physical model and boundary conditions.3. Mathematical model of space-axisymmetrical problems of
ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous media
3.1. Basic equations
When b = bS = bF = 0, governing equations of space-axisymme-
trial problems for incompressible ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic por-
ous media can be obtained from the Eqs.(1)–(8), as
orSEr
oR þ
rSEr rSEh
r þ os
SE
rz
oZ  nS opor  qS€ur þ Sv ~wr ¼ 0
osSErz
oR þ s
SE
rz
r þ or
SE
z
oZ  nS opoz  qS€uz þ Sv ~wz ¼ 0
nF opor þ qFð _~wr  €urÞ þ Sv ~wr ¼ 0
nF opoz þ qFð _~wz  €uzÞ þ Sv ~wz ¼ 0
1
r
o
or ðrð _ur þ nF ~wrÞÞ þ ooz ð _uz þ nF ~wzÞ ¼ 0
8>>>><>>>>>:
ð11Þ
in which, ur, uz andwr,wz are the displacements of solid skeleton and
ﬂuid phase in the r-, and z-directions, respectively, ~wr ¼ _wr
_ur ; ~wz ¼ _wz  _uz are the relative velocities, respectively, rSEr , rSEz , rSEh
and sSErz are the effective stress components of solid skeleton.
For the inﬁnitesimal deformation, the geometric relations may
be expressed as
eSr ¼
our
or
; eSz ¼
ouz
oz
; eSh ¼
ur
r
; eSzr ¼
1
2
our
oz
þ ouz
or
 
ð12Þ
The constitutive relation of the visco-elastic solid skeleton is given as
P0SSErz ¼ Q 0eSErz ; P00 rSEr þ rSEz þ rSEh
  ¼ Q 00 eSr þ eSz þ eSh  ð13aÞ
From Eq. (7), the following relations can be obtained
rSEr ¼ SSEr þ 13 rSEr þrSEz þrSEh
 
; rSEz ¼ SSEz þ 13 rSEr þrSEz þrSEh
 
rSEh ¼ SSEh þ 13 rSEr þrSEz þrSEh
 
; rSErz ¼ SSErz
(
ð13bÞ
eSr ¼ eSr  13 eSr þeSzþeSh
 
; eSz ¼ eSz 13 eSr þeSzþeSh
 
eSh¼ eSh 13 eSr þeSzþeSh
 
; eSrz¼ eSrz
(
ð13cÞ3.2. Boundary conditions
Because the spatial domain occupied by ﬂuid-saturated visco-
elastic porous media is a space-axisymmetrical body, hence, we
may consider the problem on any rz-plane. Assume that h and r1
are the high and outer radii of ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous
media. And assume that its upper surface, subjected to a time-re-
lated vertical loading q(r, t), is an ideal drainage boundary, and that
the bottom surface is rigid and undrained. At the same time, assume
that its outer vertical border is rigid along the r-direction and ideal
undrained (Fig. 1). Then,wehave the followingboundaryconditions.
The conditions on the symmetry axis (r = 0, 0 6 z 6 h) are
ur ¼ 0; sSrz ¼ 0;
op
or
¼ 0 ð14aÞ
The boundary conditions on the bottom (0 6 r 6 r1, z = 0) are
ur ¼ 0; uz ¼ 0; opoz ¼ 0 ð14bÞ
The boundary conditions on the outer vertical border (r = r1,
0 6 z 6 h) areur ¼ 0; sSrz ¼ 0;
op
or
¼ 0 ð14cÞ
The boundary conditions on the upper surface (0 6 r 6 r1, z = h) are
rSz ¼ qðr; tÞ; sSrz ¼ 0; p ¼ 0 ð14dÞ
Thus, Eqs.(11)–(13) and the boundary conditions (14) as well as the
relevant initial conditions form the mathematical model of a space-
axisymmetrical problem for incompressible ﬂuid-saturated visco-
elastic porous media.
Next, the differential quadrature method (DQM) will be applied
to discretize the mathematical model (namely, Eqs. (11)-(14)) on
the spatial domain, at the same time the second-order backward
difference scheme will be applied to deal with the derivatives with
respect to time.
4. Differential quadrature method (DQM)
Bellmam and Casti (1971) and Bellman et al. (1972) ﬁrst pre-
sented a new kind of numerical methods, called as the differential
quadrature method (DQM).
The DQM approximates the derivative of a function, with re-
spect to the independent variable at a given discrete point, as a
weighted linear sum of the function values at all discrete points
chosen in the solution domain of the independent variable, in
which the weighting coefﬁcients are only associated with the gi-
ven discrete points in the solution domain and independent of a
certain problem. Hence, any differential equation can be trans-
formed into a set of the corresponding algebraic equations. For
convenience, the basic formulas of the DQM will be given in this
section brieﬂy.
Let grid points xij(i = 1, . . . ,Nx, j = 1, . . . ,Ny) be distributed on the
solution domain (0 6 x 6 a,0 6 y 6 b). From the DQM, the r-th or-
der derivative of a function w(x,y) with respect to x at a given dis-
crete point x = xi (along the line y = yl parallel to the x-axis) may be
approximated by
orw
oxr

x¼xi
¼
XN
j¼1
AðrÞij wj; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; Nx ð15Þ
in which, we have set that wj = w(xj,yl) and A
ðrÞ
ij is the weighting
coefﬁcient of the r-th order derivative. The matrix form of Eq. (15)
is given as
fwðrÞx g ¼ ½AðrÞfwgj ð16Þ
in which, {w}j and fwðrÞx g are the column vectors composed of the
values of the function w(x,yl) and its r-th order derivative at the dis-
crete point x = xi, y = yl, i = 1,2, . . . ,Nx, so [A(r)] is a matrix with order
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coefﬁcient matrixes are valid:
½AðrÞ ¼ ½Að1Þ½Aðr1Þ ¼ ½Aðr1Þ½Að1Þ ð17Þ
Hence, if the weighting coefﬁcient matrix [A(1)] of the ﬁrst-order
derivative can be obtained, the weighting coefﬁcients matrix [A(r)]
of the r-th order derivatives can be obtained by successive multipli-
cations of the [A(1)] matrix by itself. And the r-th order derivative of
the function w(x,yl) can be obtained from (17).
For the polynomial test functions, the off-diagonal elements of
the weighting coefﬁcient matrix of the ﬁrst-order derivative are gi-
ven by
Að1Þik ¼
PðxiÞ
ðxi  xkÞPðxkÞ ; i; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Nx and k–i ð18Þ
in which,
PðxiÞ ¼ Pðxi  xtÞ; t ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Nx and t–i ð19Þ
The off-diagonal elements of the weighting coefﬁcient matrix of the
second- and the higher-order derivatives may be obtained through
the following recurrence relationship
AðrÞik ¼r Aðr1Þii Að1Þik 
Aðr1Þik
xi  xk
" #
; i; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Nx and k–i;
2 6 r 6 ðNx  1Þ ð20Þ
where, 2 6 r 6 (Nx  1).
The diagonal elements of the weighting coefﬁcient matrix are
given by
AðrÞii ¼ 
XN
t¼1;t–i
AðrÞit ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Nx; 1 6 r 6 ðNx  1Þ ð21Þ
In particular, we set that Aij ¼ Að1Þij , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , Nx. And the polyno-
mial functions in this paper shall be adopted as the test functions.
The r-order partial derivative of the functionw(x,y) with respect
to y has the similar expression.
The accuracy of DQM greatly relates to the collocation of grid
points. In this paper, the zeros of the Chebyshev-Lobatto polyno-
mial are adopted as the coordinates of the grid points.
Here, it should be pointed out that the solution domain of the
present problem is X = {0 6 r 6 r1,0 6 z 6 h} on the rz-plane, in
which r = 0 is the symmetry axis of body.
5. Discretization equations
5.1. DQ discretization of governing equations
Assume that Nr and Nz grid points are collocated in the r- and
z- directions on the rz-plane according to the zeros of the Cheby-
shev-Lobatto polynomial. The DQ discretization form of governing
Eq. (11) can be given as follows:
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðrSEr Þkgþ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðsSErz Þflþ 1rf ðrSEr Þfg rSEh
 
fg
n o
nSPNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk pkg
qSð€urÞfgþSv ð ~wrÞfg¼0PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk sSErz
 
kgþ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl r
SE
z
 
flþ 1rf sSErz
 
fgnS
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl pflqSð€uzÞfg
þSv ð ~wzÞfg¼0
nF
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk pkgþqFðð _~wrÞfgð€urÞfgÞþSv ð ~wrÞfg¼0
nF
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl pflþqFðð _~wzÞfgð€uzÞfgÞþSv ð ~wzÞfg¼0
1
rf
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðrfðð _urÞkgþnFð ~wrÞkgÞÞþ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðð _uzÞflþnFð ~wzÞflÞ¼0
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð22Þin which, f = 1,2, . . . ,Nr, g = 1,2, . . . ,Nz. A
ð1Þ
ij and B
ð1Þ
ij are the weighting
coefﬁcients of the ﬁrst order derivative at r and z-directions,
respectively.
The DQ discretization of geometric relation (12) is
ðeSr Þfg ¼
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðurÞkg; ðeSzÞfg ¼
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðuzÞfl; ðeShÞfg ¼ 1rf ðurÞfg
ðeSzrÞfg ¼ 12
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðuzÞkg þ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðurÞfl
 
8>><>>:
ð23Þ
Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (13c), the DQ discretization formulas
of strain deviators are given as
ðeSr Þfg ¼
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðurÞkg  13
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðurÞkg þ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðuzÞfl þ 1rf ðurÞfg
 
ðeSzÞfg ¼
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðuzÞfl  13
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðurÞkg þ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðuzÞfl þ 1rf ðurÞfg
 
ðeShÞfg ¼ 1rf ðurÞfg  13
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðurÞkg þ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðuzÞfl þ 1rf ðurÞfg
 
ðeSrzÞfg ¼ 12
PNr
k¼1
Að1Þfk ðuzÞkg þ
PNz
l¼1
Bð1Þgl ðurÞfl
 
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð24Þ
At the same time, the DQ discretization formulas of visco-elastic
constitutive Eq. (13) in the spatial domain can be expressed as
P0ðSSErz Þfg ¼ Q 0ðeSErz Þfg
P00ððrSEr Þfg þ ðrSEz Þfg þ ðrSEh ÞfgÞ ¼ Q 00ððeSr Þfg þ ðeSzÞfg þ ðeShÞfgÞ
(
ð25Þ
in which, the discretization stress components are given as
ðrSEr Þfg ¼ ðSSEr Þfg þ 13 ðrSEr Þfg þ ðrSEz Þfg þ ðrSEh Þfg
 
ðrSEz Þfg ¼ ðSSEz Þfg þ 13 ðrSEr Þfg þ ðrSEz Þfg þ ðrSEh Þfg
 
ðrSEh Þfg ¼ ðSSEh Þfg þ 13 ðrSEr Þfg þ ðrSEz Þfg þ ðrSEh Þfg
 
ðrSErz Þfg ¼ ðSSErz Þfg
8>>>><>>>>:
ð26Þ
Substituting the discretization formulas (23) and (24) into (25), and
taking into account (26), we can obtain the DQ discretization forms
of basic equations in terms of the stress components on the spatial
domain when the differential operators P0, Q0 and P00, Q00 are given.
5.2. Singularity conditions
One can see that there exists singularity for the strain compo-
nent eh on the symmetry axis, namely, when r? 0. Observing
the strain eh may be approximated as
eSh ¼
ur
r
 our
or
; when r ! 0 ð27Þ
so, the DQ discretization form of Eq. (27) may be written as
ðeShÞ1g ¼
XNr
k¼1
Að1Þ1k ðurÞkg; when r ! 0 ð28Þ
in which, g = 1, 2, . . .Nz.
5.3. DQ Discretization on boundary conditions
From the boundary condition (14), we have the DQ discretiza-
tion formulae of the boundary condition and symmetry condition.
The DQ discretization formulae of symmetry conditions on the
symmetry axis (f = 1, g = 1,2, . . . ,Nz) are
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XNr
k¼1
Að1Þ1k ðpÞkg ¼ 0 ð29aÞ
The DQ discretization formulae of boundary conditions on the bottom
surface (f = 1,2, . . . ,Nr, g = 1) are
ðurÞf1 ¼ 0; ðuzÞf1 ¼ 0;
XNz
l¼1
Bð1Þ1l ðpÞfl ¼ 0 ð29bÞ
The DQ discretization formulae of boundary conditions on the outer
vertical border (f = Nr, g = 1,2, . . . ,Nz) are
ðurÞNrg ¼ 0; ðsSrzÞNrg ¼ 0;
XNr
k¼1
Að1ÞNrkðpÞkg ¼ 0 ð29cÞ
The DQ discretization formulae of boundary conditions on the
upper surface (f = 1,2, . . . ,Nr, g = Nz) are
ðrSzÞfNz ¼ qðr; tÞ; ðsSzÞfNz ¼ 0; ðpÞfNz ¼ 0 ð29dÞTable 1
Material parameters [de Boer et al., 1993].
us = 5.583  103 (kN/m2) qFR = 1000 (kg/m3)
ks = 8.375  103 (kN/m2) rFR = 10  1000 (N/m3)
qSR = 2000 (kg/m3) kF = 0.01 (m/s)
nSOS ¼ 0:67 nFOF ¼ 0:335.4. Discretization on time domain
One can see that the DQ discrezation Eqs. (22)–(29) are a set of
linear differential-algebraic equations with singularity, so it is dif-
ﬁcult to obtain its solutions. For convenience, we rewrite Eqs.
(22)–(29) as the matrix form as follows:
A
d2 eU
dt2
þ Bd
eU
dt
þ Hðt;X; eU Þ ¼ 0 ð30Þ
in which, eU ¼ ½~ur; ~uz; ~wr; ~wz; ~pT is an unknown vector collecting all
the values of unknown variables at nodes, and ~ur; ~uz; ~wr; ~wz; ~p are
sub-vectors collecting the values of the corresponding unknown
variables at all nodes. A and B are matrixes collecting the coefﬁ-
cients for the derivative term of all the unknowns with regard to
time t. H is a vector collecting all the algebraic functions resulting
from spatial discretization for the associated unknowns. It is obvi-
ous that the discretization Eq. (30) is a differential-algebraic system,
in which, both A and B are singular matrixes. This means that an
implicit algorithmmust be used to do the time integration, the time
derivatives are approximated by the second-order backward differ-
ence scheme. Then the iterative scheme can be expressed as follows:
A
9
4
eUn  3eUn1 þ 3
4
eU n2  2 _eUn1Dt þ 1
2
_eUn2Dt 
þ DtB 3
2
eUn  2eUn1 þ 1
2
eUn2 þ Dt2Hðtn;X; eUnÞ ¼ 0 ð31Þ
in which, _eUn ¼ 32 eUn  2eUn1 þ 12 eUn2 =Dt, n denotes the current
time layer tn. Then the system (30) can be recasted into the solution
of the linear algebraic Eq. (31), and the unknown vector eUn can be
obtained. In computation, set Nr = Nz = 11, Dt = 1  102s, if without
special statement.
6. Numerical examples
6.1. Dynamic response of space-axisymmetrical column of
incompressible ﬂuid-saturated elastic porous media
When there exists no body force, de Boer et al. (1993) studied
the dynamic consolidation of elastic half space for incompressible
ﬂuid-saturated porous, and gave an analytical solution, namely,
uzðz;tÞ¼ 1ﬃﬃap ðkSþ2lSÞR t0qðtsÞe b2asI0ðb ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃs2azp2a ÞUðsazÞds
pðz;tÞ¼ 1ðnF Þ2ðkSþ2lSÞ½nSQ
FL;ttðz;tÞþSvL;tðz;tÞ
rSEz ðz;tÞ¼ b2 ﬃﬃap R t0qðtsÞe b2asI1 b ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃs2az2p 2a  Zﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃs2az2p UðsazÞds
þq t ﬃﬃﬃap z e bz2 ﬃap
8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð32Þin which,
a ¼ ðn
SÞ2QF þ ðnFÞ2QS
ðnFÞ2ðkS þ 2lSÞ
; b ¼ Sv
ðnFÞ2ðkS þ 2lSÞ
and
Lðz; tÞ ¼ R t0 Qðt  sÞGðz; tÞds
QðtÞ ¼ R t0 qðt  sÞe b2asI0ð b2a sÞds
Gðz; tÞ ¼ 12 ﬃﬃap qðt  sÞe b2atI0 b ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃt2az2p2a Uðt  azÞds 1ﬃﬃap e b2atI0 b2a t 
8>><>>>:
where, kS and lSare the macroscopic Lame constants of porous
solid, I0(z), I1(z) are the modiﬁed Bessel functions with zero and
one order, respectively. U(z) is the unit step function (Heaviside
function). q(t) is the loading subjected to the surface of skeleton.
The analytical solution given by Boer may be used to verify the
validity of the DQ solution presented in this paper. In order to
apply the DQM to simulate the dynamic consolidation of elastic
half space for incompressible ﬂuid-saturated porous, consider an
elastic column with 10m-depth and 1m-radii (Fig. 1). Assume that
the upper surface, subjected to a time-related vertical load q(t), is
an ideal drained, the bottom surface is rigid and undrained, as
well as the lateral surface is rigid along the r-direction and ideal
undrained, namely, Eqs. (29a)–(29d) (shown in Fig. 1). The phys-
ical parameters of solid skeleton and ﬂuid phase are given in
Table 1 presented by de Boer et al. (1993). In computation, as-
sume that there exists no body force, and that the constitutive
operators are given as
P0 ¼ 1; Q 0 ¼ 2lS; P00 ¼ 1; Q 00 ¼ 3KS ¼ 3kS þ 2lS ð33Þ
Consider the following two vertical loads: one is cyclic loading de-
noted by q(t) = q0[1  cos(xt)], and another is step loading denoted
by q(t) = q0h(t), and also set q0 = 3 kN/m2, x = 75 s1. Here, h(t) is
Heaviside function.
Tables 2 and 3 show the comparison between the analytical
solutions and the DQ solutions, in which, the error denotes the
relative differences between the solutions obtained from different
approaches. Tables 4 and 5 give the effect of the node distribution
on the numerical solution. One can see that the satisfactory results
can be obtained when 7  7 grid points are collocated on the phys-
ical space. The solid lines in Figs. 2–4 are the numerical results ob-
tained from DQM, and dots denote the analytical results obtained
by formula (32). One can see that they are accordant. This indicates
that the model and method presented in this paper are correct and
the obtained results are reliable.
6.2. Dynamic responses of incompressible ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic
porous media
Consider a visco-elastic porous soil without body force. The
physical model is shown in Fig. 5, in which, the depth of soil is
20 m, the radii is 10 m. As the same as the previous example, as-
sume that its upper surface is an ideal drained and subjected to a
time-related vertical load q(r, t), and the bottom surface is rigid
and undrained, also so the outer vertical border is rigid along the
r-direction and ideal undrainaged. And assume that the volume
deformation of media is elastic and the bulk modulus K = const.,
and the shear deformation of media obeys Burgers model of vis-
Table 3
Comparison of the DQ solution with the analytical solution under the cyclic loading (uz)
Depth/m 0.0 0.244717485 0.954915028
Time/t DQM Exact Error(%) DQM Exact Error(%) DQM Exact Error(%)
0.15 0.3407 0.3416 0.2635 0.1861 0.1921 3.1234 0.0756 0.0766 1.3055
0.20 0.3428 0.3399 0.8532 0.1959 0.1914 2.3511 0.1167 0.1141 2.2787
0.25 0.3456 0.3392 1.8868 0.2700 0.2712 0.4425 0.1449 0.1489 2.6864
0.30 0.4885 0.4908 0.4686 0.2806 0.2820 0.4965 0.1745 0.1704 2.4061
0.35 0.3860 0.3768 2.4416 0.3183 0.3129 1.7258 0.2081 0.2100 0.9048
0.40 0.5350 0.5354 0.0747 0.3652 0.3701 1.3240 0.2279 0.2274 0.2199
Table 4
The effect of the node distribution on the DQ solutions under the step loading (at
point (0,10)).
Nodes 7  7 8  8 9  9 10  10 11  11 Analytical
Time/t DQM DQM DQM DQM DQM
0.10 0.2440 0.2347 0.2381 0.2369 0.2364 0.2405
0.20 0.3476 0.3392 0.3418 0.3400 0.3398 0.3413
0.30 0.4262 0.4181 0.4203 0.4183 0.4182 0.4185
0.40 0.4922 0.4843 0.4862 0.4841 0.4840 0.4835
0.50 0.5501 0.5424 0.5441 0.5419 0.5418 0.5407
0.60 0.6024 0.5949 0.5964 0.5940 0.5940 0.5925
Table 5
The effect of the node distribution on the DQ solutions under the cyclic loading (at
point (0,10)).
Nodes 7  7 8  8 9  9 10  10 11  11 Analytical
Time/t DQM DQM DQM DQM DQM
0.15 0.3504 0.3271 0.3420 0.3374 0.3407 0.3416
0.20 0.3545 0.3530 0.3456 0.3450 0.3428 0.3399
0.25 0.3452 0.3402 0.3468 0.3463 0.3456 0.3392
0.30 0.5063 0.4861 0.4911 0.4860 0.4885 0.4908
0.35 0.3864 0.3951 0.3881 0.3901 0.3860 0.3768
0.40 0.5461 0.5229 0.5367 0.5313 0.5350 0.5354
Table 2
Comparison of the DQ solution with the analytical solution under the step loading (uz).
Depth/m 0.0 0.244717485 0.954915028
Time/t DQM Exact Error(%) DQM Exact Error(%) DQM Exact Error(%)
0.10 0.2364 0.2405 1.7448 0.1152 0.1214 5.1071 0.0401 0.0446 10.0897
0.20 0.3398 0.3413 0.4395 0.2104 0.2144 1.8657 0.1103 0.1137 2.9903
0.30 0.4182 0.4185 0.0717 0.2852 0.2881 1.0066 0.1730 0.1757 1.5367
0.40 0.4840 0.4835 0.1034 0.3488 0.3509 0.5985 0.2292 0.2313 0.9079
0.50 0.5418 0.5407 0.2034 0.4052 0.4067 0.3688 0.2804 0.2821 0.6026
0.60 0.5940 0.5925 0.2532 0.4563 0.4574 0.2405 0.3277 0.3290 0.3951
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ferential operators are given as-0.0010
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Fig. 2. Response of displacement uz of solid skeleton vs.P0 ¼ 1þ p01 ddt þ p02 d
2
dt2
;Q 0 ¼ q01 ddt þ q02 d
2
dt2
P00 ¼ 1;Q 00 ¼ 3KS ¼ 3kS þ 2lS
(
ð34Þ
The material parameters in computation are listed in the Table 6.
Consider two vertical loadings: (1) cyclic loading q(r, t) =
q0[1  cos (xt)], 0 6 r 6 5 m; (2) step loading q(r, t) = q0h(t), 0 6
r 6 5 m, in which, q0 = 3 kN/m2, x = 50s1, and h(t) is Heaviside
function.
Figs. 6–8 show the dynamic response of incompressible ﬂuid-
saturated porous visco-elastic soil with the cyclic loading. Fig. 6 de-
notes the displacements uz with time t at points (r = 0,z = 20) and
(r = 0,z = 10), Fig. 7 denotes the porous pressures p with time t at
points (r = 0,z = 17.66) and (r = 0,z = 10), Fig. 8 denotes the stresses
rz with time t at the points (r = 0,z = 17.66) and (r = 0,z = 10). The
dot and real lines in the ﬁgures correspond to the results of
nFOF ¼ 0:33 and nFOF ¼ 0:5, respectively.
Figs. 9–11 show the dynamic response of incompressible visco-
elastic ﬂuid-saturated porous soil under the step loading. Fig. 9 de-
notes the displacements uz with time t at pointes (r = 0,z = 20) and
(r = 0,z = 10), Fig. 10 denotes the porous pressures p with time t at
points (r = 0,z = 17.66) and (r = 0,z = 10), Fig. 11 denotes the stres-
ses rz with time t at points (r = 0,z = 17.66) and (r = 0,z = 10). Sim-
ilarly, the dot and real lines correspond to the results for nFOF ¼ 0:33
and nFOF ¼ 0:5, respectively.
From the numerical results, it is obvious that the volume frac-
tion nFOF affects the mechanical characteristic of visco-elastic por--9.00E-04
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Table 6
Material parameters.
p01 ¼ 55:412 s q01 ¼ 1000 MN s
p02 ¼ 223:894 s2 q02 ¼ 1250 MN s2
qSR = 2000 kg/m3 qFR = 1000 kg/m3
rFR = 10  1000 N/m3 kF = 0.00001 m/s
nFOF ¼ 0:33; or nFOS ¼ 0:5 KS = 1.2097 MN/m2
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especially near the surface of the soil (Figs. 6–8). However, the ef-
fect is not obvious for the step loading (Figs. 9–11). In the high-fre-
quency vibration with relatively big porosity, an interesting
phenomenon can be observed, namely, the displacement increases
sharply after a period of time (approximately 0.75 s) when
nFOF ¼ 0:5 (Fig. 6a). But the phenomenon is not observed in the step
loading and high-frequency vibration with relatively small poros-
ity (Figs. 6a and 9a). Hence, the model of visco-elastic ﬂuid-satu-
rated porous media presented in this paper is signiﬁcant, and is
able to describe the characteristic of soil under the high-frequency
vibration to a certain extent. Also it can be seen that the porous
pressure near the surface of soil with relatively big porosity is
greater than that of small porosity under the same loading (Figs.
7a and 10a), this means that the vertical loading is more borne
by the solid skeleton when the volume fraction nFOF is small. Butthe inﬂuence near the bottom of soil is not obvious (Figs. 7b and
10b).7. Conclusion
A mathematical model of space-axisymmetrical problems of
incompressible ﬂuid-saturated visco-elastic porous media is pre-
sented following the Theory of Porous Media developed by de
Boer (2005). The differential quadrature method (DQM) is ap-
plied to discretize the mathematical model on the spatial do-
mains and yield a set of differential-algebraic equations on the
time domains. In order to solve the set of equations, the sec-
ond-order backward difference scheme is used to approximate
the time derivatives. A method is proposed to deal with the sin-
gularity conditions at points located on the symmetry axis. As
application, two numerical examples are presented. One of them
is to show validity of the model and method presented in this
paper, and the dynamic response of an axisymmetrical column
of incompressible ﬂuid-saturated elastic porous media is calcu-
lated and analyzed. In another numerical example, the dynamic
response of a space-axisymmetrical body in incompressible vis-
co-elastic porous media is analyzed, and some quantitative and
qualitative results are obtained.
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